We will offer 2 options for every event (if possible) going forward. These
examples include VBS and SS for now. Some items can't be done this way
obviously, but we want to give the virtual option in any event we can. This will
give the options for each family.
Sanitize...Sanitize...Sanitize...
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·Outside of each classroom, there will be wall mount hand sanitizer dispensers
at kid height.
·Every student will clean hands upon arrival.
·Make sure that students use the sanitizer and leave it on wet and let air dry.
Wiping it on their clothes doesn't sanitize their hands:)
What will Sundays look like?
·Preparation is key! Things must be thought out and planned!
·Games and activities will be ones that encourage each student to be in their
own space. (ex: no holding hands, etc.)
·Each student will have their own tote to keep their things in.
·There will be 10 extra buckets for guests number 1-10.
Got a fever?
·Each student will have their temperature taken at check in.
·If there is any fever, they will not be allowed to enter.
·A fever is considered at anything at 99* and above.
·If a parent says that it is because the child has been running around, is hot from
their coat, etc., they may have the option to go with parent to cool down and be
rechecked in 10-15 minutes.
·There have been 4 temperature guns purchased. Two will be used in the
nursery and 2 upstairs. These are the touchless, forehead type.
Nursery
·There will be no diaper bags allowed to be brought into the nursery.
·Each parent will be asked to bring in a few diapers for their child and they will
be kept in their tote.
·No outside sippy cups will be brought in.
·Rotations for the tree house will be modified so that it is disinfected as well as
the toys.
·Nursery workers will wear masks.
·Gloves will continue to be required for changing diapers.
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Q&A
1. Q: How will handwashing be handled? A: Restroom doors will be propped
open. Ministry Safe guidelines will be enforced.
2. Q: Would you rather the kids sit on the chairs or on the floor? A: Do the
normal routine. Just remember, you can clean chairs easier than the carpet
floor.
3. Q: Will dismissal happen sooner to allow time for sanitization? A: Yes, offering
will look different now. We will not be passing the plates and having offering.
Dismissal will happen before prayer time.
5. Q: Do the volunteers need to wear masks? A: It's up to you, but it would be
highly recommended. If the student sees the adults wearing them, it might
encourage the kids to keep them on.
Do not be discouraged...BE ENCOURAGED...Allow the families to be who they
need to be during this time. If you have any questions, please contact either
Pastor Joey, Pastor Cortney or myself.
Trusting Him in all things,
Pastor Joe

Hispanic Ministries Pastor

Pastor Joey: afcnazyouth@gmail.com
Pastor Cortney: afcnazchildren@gmail.com
Pastor Joe: afcnazpastor@gmail.com
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